THANK YOU

HEALTHCARE

HEROES
Healthcare workers are heroes – especially in these challenging times. Whether it’s the food and nutrition team,
or doctors and nurses, these brave team members put in long hours and risk their own health to help their
communities. As concerns about spreading COVID-19 continue, make sure they get the encouragement,
support and essential needs they require. Below are a few ways you can give them your thanks.

EMPLOYEE ON-SITE
GROCERY STORE

Your staff are working tirelessly and may
not have the time to shop for basic needs or
can’t find what they’re looking for at local
stores. Provide your staff with access to
basic needs with an onsite employee grocery
store, stocked with personal care items and
essential family products.
Find a startup checklist here. You can also download
free editable menu templates here. A sample opening
order can be located on your ordering platform or through
your Account Executive.

TAKEOUT

Healthcare retail concepts are pivoting to
a focus on takeout meals for their staff.
ADD ITEMS THAT ARE:
• Ready to eat
• Multi-serving dishes/family-style meals
• Take-and-bake
• Products that can be cross-utilized
Ensure that you have the appropriate packaging for takeout
items. A variety of available packaging suitable for takeout can
be found here. Get creative with meal kits that can be picked up
and eaten at home. Download a digital menu template to post on
your website and utilize social media channels to promote your
offerings to staff. Templates are available to download here.

EASY PREPARED MENU

As staffing is reduced and operations
change, you may need a menu based
on convenient, easy-to-prepare items.
The menu consists of items or dishes
that require minimal food prep time.
RESOURCES INCLUDE:
• Week at a Glance example menu here
• Recipe files
• Shopping list with suggested product numbers
• Substitute recipes with shopping list and suggested
product numbers
• Nutritional analysis
Reach out to your US Foods® representative to start utilizing
the seven-day Easy Prepared Menu

EMPLOYEE CARE PACKAGES

Employee care packages are a way to provide
staple items to employees so they don’t have
to stop at the grocery store on their way home
or shop empty shelves at the local store.
These can be distributed at the end of every shift, or every
other day, etc. A shopping list guide with all suggested
products can be found on your ordering platform or through
your Account Executive.
Please contact your US Foods representative for additional
assistance and information.
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